EdmundA. Opitz

Battle for the Mind

THE term Weltanschauung is nothing more than a highfalutin label for
"world view." Everyone has a world
view, although not everyone is fully
conscious of it or aware of its implications. In other words, everyone
conducts his life on the basis of some
fundamental premises he takes for
granted. The premises may not be
explicitly stated, in which case they
can be deduced from observations of
the way a person habitually acts.
Your Weltanschauung is analogous
to the contact lenses you are wearing; you don’t see the lenses while
you are using them to see other
things. The late Cornell philosopher
E. A. Burtt put it well when he said:
"In the last analysis it is the ultimate picture which an age forms of
the nature of the world that is its
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most fundamental possession. It is
the final controlling factor in all
thinking whatever." That is why it
is so important.
We are in the midst of a battle for
men’s minds. This is obvious at the
level of the news, where we read and
hear about a confrontation between
Communismand what, for want of a
better term, is labeled The Free
World. The battle for the mind goes
on at the level of official propaganda,
and it is also fought out in the classroom, on the podium, from the pulpit, in books--wherever the intellect
is engaged and ideas are wrestled
with.
The Communists are pretty clear
about their world view, Dialectical
Materialism,
and strongly motivated by it. The people of The Free
World, on the other hand, are so unclear about their basic beliefs that
little dedication is aroused. Once it
was different. Two centuries ago the
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philosophy of freedom was in the ascendant and clear thinkers declared
that "Wehold these truths to be selfevident." And they spelled them out
in detail. The Free World today gives
little morethan lip service to its heritage, half-heartedly accepts a milk
and water version of the opposition’s
world view. That makes for a lopsided contest, for the side that seems
to be in focus and dynamic can always recruit fellow £ravelers from
among the lackadaisical.
Two world views are in conflict:
Materialism, intellectually
insubstantial but passionately adhered to,
versus non- Materialism, which generates only lukewarm devotion despite its intellectual
and moral
strengths.
This paper exposes the
weakness of the Materialist’s
case
and demonstrates the strengths of
the contrary world view.
Everyone, to repeat, entertains
some picture of the entire scheme of
things; everyone has a mental image
of what the cosmic totality is like-in the final analysis. During the past
couple of centuries the most popular
world view has conceived the universe along the lines of a mechanism-an immense and intricate
piece of clockwork, each cog and gear
meshing with the others in a selfcontained system. If you like labels,
this world view has been called
Mechanism by some, Positivism by
some, Materialism by others. Karl
Marx adopted the belief that only
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matter is genuinely real, and he gave
this doctrine enormous momentum.
The Marxist version of this theory is
called Dialectical Material’ism, and
Dialectical Materialism is the most
widespread religion in the world today, numbering among its adherents
millions who are not Marxists--except at the rock-bottom level of believing that matter is the fundamental reality in this universe.
I believe that Materialism is intellectually
incoherent
and demonstrably untrue in four essential
areas. In the first place, this world
view has no genuine place within it
where mind, reason, and free will
can find their rightful niche. Secondly, Materialism cannot accommodate the idea of inherent rights-immunities belonging to each person in virtue of his humanity.
Thirdly, the idea of a moral order is
incompatible with the notion that
only material things are real. And
finally, no one can achieve a proper
view of himself as a person who accepts the Materialist teaching that
he is merely a chance collocation of
atoms, a by-product of physio-chemical interactions.
Materialism is
genuinely compatible with collectivism, but it is incompatible with the
freedom philosophy. The free society
and market economy need a world
view which has a sound theory of
mind, reason and free will; a logically grounded doctrine of inherent
rights; a firmly based belief in the
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moral order; and an authentic understanding of personhood.
If we believe that only matter is
genuinely real, we are logically committed to the corollary that mind is
secondary, a derived thing dependent on that which is more basic
than itself, namely matter. Mind,
then, is not sui generis; it does not
exist in its ownright; it is not a primaryingredient of the cosmos. Mind,
for the Materialist, is merelyan epiphenomenon;it is matter in a late
stage of development. Mind, intellect, consciousness, cognition, reason, rationality, will--are offshoots
of matter; shadow, not substance.
The really fundamental stuff of the
universe--according to this theoryconsists of the particles of matter
which we can see, touch, count,
weigh and measure.
TheReality of Matter
Dependsupon Reason
It is a peculiar quirk of the modern
mentality to affirm without question
the reality of matter, but to deny
reality to mind. The catch is that it
is only by using our mind that we
knowthat matter exists! A rock does
not knowthat stars exist; a tree is
unaware of the oceans. Only we human beings know these and other
things, and we know them by exercising our cognitive faculties upon
the impressions gained through the
senses. But our ownmind is so close
to us, it is so intimately a part of our
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very self, that we allow ourselves to
be misled into downgrading our
minds into something subservient to
matter.
Matter is indisputably real; that is
obvious. But the reality of the mental activity by which we come to
knowthis is equally obvious; every
attempt to prove otherwise must be
self- defeating. Downgrade
the mind,
even by the tiniest degree, and you
discredit any conclusion you presumeto reach by the exercise of your
mental powers. A rational case
against reason is a contradiction in
terms, for the moreairtight your argument against reason the stronger
the proof--contrary to your intention-of the efficacy of reason.
Myproposition may be put in the
:form of Aristotle’s Lawof Identity:
Mind is Mind. Mind is not a mere
.attribute of something sub-mental.
:Mind is a primordial ingredient of
~Lheuniverse at the most basic level.
To reduce Mindto the non-mental is
~;o declare that Mindis non-Mind,
which is non-sense. Because Mindis
Mind we human beings are able to
understand, to makechoices, to take
charge of our ownlives, and to order
our lives in line with humanpurposes. If we believe anything less
than this about ourselves we lower
our capacity to resist those misguided authoritarians
who would
make us their creatures.
Our Declaration of Independence
talks about "unalienable rights ...
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endowed by the Creator," then goes
on to say that governments are instituted to secure these rights. It appears to be one of those self-evident
truths that no people would make a
valiant effort to structure the laws
of their society so as to protect each
person’s private domain and render
justice for all, unless they first believe in individual rights--the idea
that each person possesses an inviolable region at the core of his
being. The old- fashioned Whig idea
of the Founding Fathers was to limit
the reach of the law to the task of
securing and preserving freedom of
individual action within the rules of
the game, and the rules were designed to maximize liberty and opportunity for everyone, allowing
everyone the elbow room each of us
needs to pursue his personal goals.
Only thus may each person’s rights
be secured.
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the sounder idea which was once the
keystone of our political system?
There are three schools of thought
as to the nature of rights. The popular "liberal" belief today is that society is the dispenser of rights, but
this viewpoint depends on the verbal
sleight of hand which confuses rights
as immunities with "rights" as entitlements.
If you define words to
mean whatever suits your purpose,
anything can be made to mean anything else. As Dr. Johnson said, if
you call stones plums you can make
plum pudding out of stones!
The second school of thought declares that nature is the source of
rights. Let it be noted that rights,
whatever they might be, are not material objects. Your liver, your brain,
your heart are material objects; they
have mass and extension, and can be
weighed and measured. Likewise
your body; when life has departed,
your carcass can be reduced to $1.98
The Nature of Rights
worth of chemicals! But your rights
The word "liberal" today is the op- are like your ideas, in that neither
posite of what the word meant when your rights nor your ideas occupy
it first entered the vocabulary about space, nor can either be reduced to a
two centuries ago, and a similar fate
chemical formula.
has befallen the word "rights." ForNow, nature is the material world;
merly, rights signified individual
it’s a marvelously intricate combifreedom and personal
immunity
nation and recombination of the 105
from arbitrary
interference
with chemical elements from actinium to
zirconium. To speak of chemicals as
peaceful action; the popular belief
today is that "rights" are legal priv- the source of our rights makesas little sense as to speak of the chemical
ileges entitling people to housing,
medical care, education, equal pay, origin of mind and thought. Nor does
or whatever. How may we recover
it make much sense for the Materi-
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alist to speak of humannature as the
source of man’s rights, because his
philosophy has first subordinated
human nature itself to physical
nature.
The world view of Materialism, I
argued earlier, has no genuine place
within it for Mindand thought; nor
does it have a valid ground for the
concept of rights--which is why it
twists them into entitlements. There
is a radical alternative to Materialism, but whatshall we call this other
world view? Call it whatever you
like, but it’s the religious or theistic
world view in its affirmation of the
reality of a non-material, mental, or
spiritual dimensionof the universe.
Call it the sacred or divine order, if
you like. Or refer to the Mysterium
Tremendurn Fascinans explored by
Rudolph Otto in his seminal book
The Idea of the Holy.
Our forebears were not afraid of
using three-letter words in public so
they used the term Godfor the creative Power. This Poweralso worked
within--the word enthusiasm is derived from two Greek words meaning "the god within"--and thus each
person participates in an order of
reality beyond society and beyond
nature. He is thereby endowedwith
an inner sanctumwhich is his alone,
any trespass upon which is taboo.
His rights are endowedby the creative Power.
The world view which declares
that only material things are real,
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has no place for an independent
moral order, and this leads to moral
relativism. Theories of moral relativism have seeped into the popular
:mentality to emerge as slogans and
bumper stickers such as "Whatever
turns you on," "If it feels good, do
it," "Do your ownthing." The result
is that the shrewd, the wily, the
clever, the unscrupulous doing their
thing have the rest of us over a
barrel.

MoralRelativism
The U.S. News and World Report
for October 8, 1984has a story headlined "Nearly 1 in 3 Gets U.S. Benefits." It listed the eleven biggest
programsfrom Social Security to infants’ nutrition, involving 66 million people. Manyof these recipients
are into several programs, for
129,299,000 checks are mailed out
from Washingtonregularly to these
66 million people. The report did not
cover farm families, or union members, or the government bureaucrats, or those employedin schools
paid for by taxpayers, or people in
tariff protected industries, like those
in Detroit who charge us thousands
of dollars extra for the cars we buy.
And there are others. Weare now a
nation where almost everyone is
trying to live at the expenseof everyone else. Wehave written a form of
theft into our statutes. Why?Because there’s a little larceny in our
souls!
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It’s too easy, and too false, to blame
the politicians.
They’re only our
hired hit men, and in cases of this
sort the principal is at least as guilty
as his agent. Large chunks of the
American electorate
decided that
living off government handouts is
easier than working for a living and
safer than stealing, so they created
political parties in their own image
and elected politicians who promise
them an inside track to the public
treasury.
Moralists in former periods inveighed against this sort of thing,
but in the modern world they were
no match for the theoreticians
of
communism and socialism who convinced almost everyone that legal
plundering was the wonderful wave
of the future. Intellectuals today are
not so sure, and many now side with
the free society-market
economy
team. And it is our good fortune that
many men and womenin public life,
people of integrity and intelligence,
are fighting in their own way the
same battle we are waging.
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minimum number of calories
per
day, or you starve. If you lack certain
vitamins and minerals, specific diseases appear. There is a temperature
range within which human life is
possible; too low and you freeze, too
high and you roast. These are some
of the requirements you must meet
for individual bodily survival. They
are not statutory requirements; nor
are they mere custom. They are laws
of this universe; they are built into
the nature of things. This is obvious.
And it is just as obvious that there
are certain requirements and rules
built into the nature of things which
must be met if we are to survive as
a civilization characterized by personal freedom, private property, and
social cooperation under the division
of labor. It would be impossible to
have any kind of a society where
most people are constantly on the
prowl for opportunities to murder,
assault, lie and steal. A good society
is possible only if most people most
of the time do not murder, assault,
steal and lie. A good society is one
where most people most of the time
Reasonto Believe in
tell the truth, keep their word, fulfill
An Objective Moral Order
their contracts, don’t covet their
Is there an objective moral order? neighbor’s goods, and occasionally
That is not possible within the world lend a helping hand.
view of Materialism! Is it probable
No society will ever eliminate
within a theistic world view? I think crime completely, but any society
where more than a tiny fraction of
so. Your individual physical survival depends on several factors. You the population exercises criminal
need so many cubic feet of air per tendencies is on the skids. To affirm
hour, or you suffocate. You need a a moral order is to say, in effect, that
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this universe has a deep prejudice
against murder, a strong bias in favor of private property, and hates a
lie. Wemaynot like living in a stringent universe which lays down a
tough set of rules for individual and
social survival. But let’s face it; nobody has ever comeup with a better
alternative to living here and now.
Of course we know that this planetary homeof ours is where we belong; and it’s a pretty goodplace to
be, evenif at times it’s a pretty tough
test run. Each of us cameinto this
world chockfull of potentialities and
with an immensecapacity for learning. At birth we were, in effect,
handeda do-it-yourself kit, a do-ityourself kit for the manufactureof a
human being. And then we were
given a life sentence in order to
transform this raw material into a
full-fledged matureadult. In the nature of the case this has to be an inside job, for each person is the custodian of the time, energies and
talents which are uniquely his own.
Each individual is in charge of his
ownlife, constructing, by the choices
he makeshourly and daily, the person he has it in him to become. No
outsider can take over this responsibility for us.
The collectivist promise that if we
give them the power they will fashion a new social environment which
will create a new humanity, is a
damnable lie--and I’ve chosen the
word deliberately.

Becominga humanbeing is a full
time job, and it’s for life. But there
is that perennial urge in the human
psycheegging us on to bigger things,
like the latest dreamof empire, like
a "brave new world," like one more
desperate try at some newfangled
model of the Towerof Babel. Every
collapse of these megalomaniac
dreams hurts, but it does provide
some people with a clue that human
fulfillment lies in a different direction; we have to begin from within.
Gerald Heard used to say that we
must grow as big inside as the whale
has grown outside! A cartoon shows
a man paying the final installment
on his psychiatrist’s bill. As he hands
over the moneythe former patient
says to the doctor: "Youcall this a
cure? WhenI came to you I was Napoleon; now I’m nobody." Weknow
that this former patient is on his
way, but a gain of this sort feels at
first like a loss!
Manis not God; he did not create
himself, nor did he write the laws of
his being; but men and womendo
make themselves. And as we seriously take ourselves in hand, we begin to discover whowe are and what
we may become. "That wonderful
structure,
Man," wrote Edmund
Burke, "whoseprerogative it is to be
in a great degree a creature of his
own working, and who, when made
as he ought to be made, is destined
to hold no trivial place in the
creation."
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The A pocal p tics
EDITH EFRON’S remarkable
The
Apocalyptics:
Cancer and the Big
Lie (New York: Simon and Schuster,
589 pp., $19.95) is the story of a scandal within a scandal. It is worked
out in detective story fashion, with
Miss Efron, a consummately able researcher, zeroing in after the perusal
of thousands of documents on the
culprits who have been misleading
us about the extent of the cancer
threat. Her book does not make for
light reading, for it is densely packed
on every one of its pages. But it is a
richly rewarding study of misuse of
the press by scores of people, both in
government and out, who pretend to
speak in the name of science.
The big overall scandal that engages Miss Efron’s attention before
she gets into the meat of her book is
the one perpetrated by the environmentalists who think the earth is
doomedby capitalistic industrialists
who put profit ahead of human life.
Her "apocalyptics"
include Rachel
Carson, Barry Commoner, Rene Dubos, Paul Ehrlich and George Wald,

as well as a group of scientists at MIT
who conducted a famous study for
the Club of Rome. In her Silent
Spring Miss Carson portrayed nao
ture as good and attacked industrial
man as the great defiler of our soil
and atmosphere. Barry Commoner,
the biologist, made the "ecological
crisis" the burden of his testimony
before the Muskie Committee,
claiming that our capitalistic industrialists and pesticide-using agriculturalists were destroying the world’s
ecosystem. In a book titled The Poverty of Power, Commonersaid that
socialism offered the only way out.
The report done by MITscientists for
the Club of Romepurported to prove
that if we did not mend our profligate consumption, the earth would
be running out of fuels and minerals
by the year 2,000 A.D.
The universal doomsayers set the
stage for Edith Efron’s second scandal, the propagation of the theory
that ninety per cent of our cancer is
due to industry-made chemicals that
get into the food we eat, the water
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